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§O. ln t rcduct ion  
In th i s  paper we discuss a general theory of injective nvelopes relative to a 
proper class of mononlorphisms in an Abelian category. The first section deals with 
relative ssential monomorphisms a  defined by Maranda [41 and Stenstr~6m ISI. 
The second section contains ageneral comparison theorem which may be applied 
every time one has a reflective full subcategory of an Abelian category. Thus using 
the theorem of Popescu Gabriel 17], we get more easily than in 151, the existence 
of emmgh injectives and of injective nvelopes m a Grothendiek category, and we 
get further informations. In Section 3, we apply also our theorem to prove the new 
result of existence of pure-injective envelopes in a locally finitely presented Grothen. 
dleck category. 
§ I. Proper classes and relative essential monomorph isms 
Let ef be an Abelian category. Let C be a proper class of monomorphisms in .eL 
that is a class of monomorphisms satisfying the following conditions: 
Pl. Every split monomorphism is in (~. 
P2, ~ is closed under composition. 
P3. i fg fE  d', thenfE  ~. 
P4. (~ is closed under pushout, i.e. if" 
A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~B '  
( 
g ;k 
~, h ~, 
C +D 
is a pushout, :rod if / 'E (~, then h (~.  
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An element of this class is called an 6-monomorplusm. An object Q of M is 
called C-miective, if for every fc  C. f :A  -* B, and every morphism g :A -" Q, there 
exislts a morphism h :B -+ Q such that hf  = g. We say that M has enough C-in/ectives, 
if for every object A, there exists f:,4 --+/, with fE  d:, and I <~-injective. When C = 
class of all monomorphisms, wesay simply injective. 
The following detinitions are due to Maranda 141 and Stenstrt,~m 181 
Definitions 
! ) An d~ -monomorphism f : L  ~M i,+; called C,-essential, or an t~-essential extension 
of L, if every morphism g :M --~ N, such that gfE  ~,  is a monomorphism. 
The class of C-essential monomorphisms is denoted ~,  . 
2) Let f :  L --,' M be an element of ~,, . f i s  called maximal if every' morphism 
g;M -+ N. such that gt'E ~.,. is an isomorphism, it is called an ~-in/ective enve. 
lope of L. if ,,tl Is 6-injective 
We denote (~,,,, the class of maxmlal elements of C, .  
RetP~a~Pks 
i ) Let f:,L --, M be in ~. f is in <~,, it" and only if every epimorphlsm g:M --,' A', 
~uch that g /E  6 .  is an isomorphism 
2) A split monomorphism which is d~-essentiai s an isomorphism. 
We recall that a category' is said to be welt-powered if every object has only a wt 
of subobjects. We assume for the remaining o f  this section that (s~, ~ ) satisfies the 
following condition (*). 
Condition ( * }..of is well-powered, has exac ~, direct colimits and the class ~ is closed 
,nder direct colimits. 
Remark 3. A direct colimit in s~ is a colimit of a functor c'D ~ M, where c'b is a small 
directed category, that is a small category such that 
I ) For every pair of objects D, E, there exists an object F and morphisms D ,-,, F, 
E -,. F. 
2) For every pair of morphisms1~g:D -. E, there exists a morphism h :E~ F, such 
that hf  = hg. 
By i I, Expos+ l, Proposition 8. !.6] there exists then an ordered irected set 
and a cofinal functor ~- ,~, .  
~oposit ion !. For eveo' f E:, C,,t': L -, M. there exists an epimorphism g :M -~, N, 
uJch that gl  E ~ ~ . 
I~toof. Consider the set S of{classes of) epiraorphismsg:M ~ ?, such that gfE  C. 
S is not empty, because id M E S. We define an order relation in S by g ~ h if there 
exists a morphism k such that kg = h. S is inductive, indeed if" {gill E I} is a linearly 
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ordered subset of S, then g : colinl gi, is an element of S, and g >_ gi for every i ~. 1. 
Let nl :M -, N be a maximal element in S: consider an ep,:aorphism k :V -- K. such 
that ktt l fE ~. Then km E S, hence k is an isomorphism. Tl is  proves that m]~ C o, 
Corollary I. Let / : L  -~, M be in g ,,,, . i ]  g f  E ~., then g is a split monomorphism. 
i ,emma I. A colimit (qa  direct system o f  ~,-essential monomorphisms J} 'L --, M i. 
i ~= I. i~ an ~ .essential monom¢.~rphistn. 
Proof. Let I : L  " M be a colunit of this system, and let m a :M i --, M, be the canomcal 
morphisms. Then iE  C. Consider a morphism g :M -- N such that gJ'E ~.  Then 
grnij ~. ~ ~,  hence gm i is a monon:.'orphism for every i ~,/. Siace g = colim gmp g is, 
also a mont)morphism i : 
Proposition 2. b~r eve(v object Q o f  M, the following condithms are equivah, nt. 
a) Q is C-in/ectire~ 
b) Ere~, f : Q --, M, l ~ g, is split. 
c) There exists an object L. and ] :L  -~, Q. f (3 ¢~j,, . 
d) Erer_~' g : Q -~ M. g 65= g , .  is an isomorphism. 
Plro~f. a )~ b), The identity of Q extends to a morphlsm g :M- -Q,  such that 
b) ~ c). Let ]: Q ~' M be m ~,,,. thenf l s  a split monomorph|sm hence an 
isomorphism l Remark 2). This proves that idQ E 6 , , ,  . 
c) ~ d). Let f : L  --" Q be m C.,, ,  , and g:Q --, M m 6,j Then gtC  g.  hence 
by ('ofotlaq; t, g is a split monomorphism, and ~) an iso.norphtsm. 
d) .~" a L Consider an ~ -mc, nomorphtsm ]:  A -,, B, and a morphtsm g :A -," Q. 
We form a pushoul 
A ...................... -~lt 
1 
g! k 
Q ,P 
h (E ~, because C is a proper class. By Proposition !. there exists a morphism 
p :P ~ K such that ph E C,,. tlence pit is an isomorph|sm, and so there exists 
m :P -,. Q such that mh = ld¢. and mkf= g. 
Corollary 2. a) Any maL~cimal ~,.essential monomorphlsm is an ~-mje('lire nreh,l,~¢. 
b) Let f:  L ~ M and g L ~ N. be m ~ , , .  There exists al~ is,,morphism h : M -, N 
.inch that h f= g. 
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cl I l L  has a maximal C-essential extension, then an.v 6-m/ecth,e nvelope o f  L is 
in 4 ~ m . 
Proposition 3. l]i 1urthennore. ~ has enough C -m/ectives. then ~ has maxm,at ~- 
essen tim ex tensions. 
Proof. The proof follows art argument of Maranda [4, Theorem 51. Assume that an 
object L has nt~ maximal C-essential extension. Then we construct, for every ordinal 
a. a morphism f ,  :L ~ Ma,./a E d,,, and l\~r every pair 0~, ~ of ordinals, such that 
a < ~3. a monomorphism ¢o,a :Mo ~ Me, which is not an epimorphism, as follows. 
i ) M o = L and fo  = idt.' 
2) For an ordinal a. assume j~ and g~,r defined for all/3.3' < ~x. lf0t is not limit. 
we choo,e a monomorphism h :-l.la. 1 --.A, such that hfa._ I E; ~'~. and that h is not 
• m isomorphism. We set M~ = A. go -i.a = h. and g~¢,~ =hga.c,. ! for i3 < o~ i. Ifc~ is 
a limit ordinal, we .set 1~ = coitm ./~,/3 < or. and gao, the canonical colimit morphisms, 
g'~a IS a nlononlolphism since f3 is ill ~ .  and it is not an lSOlrlorphisnL 
Now. by assulnption, there exists m :L - , / .  with m ~ d~. and I ~-trtjective. itence 
lot each ~. there exists a morphis,n m~ :Mc~ ---/. such that mJ~, = m, and ma is a 
mtmomorphism since ja ~ ~, .  
So that one gets for eve~' ordinal a 
Card ~ ~ Card {subobjects ot Ma} < Card { subob]ects of/}, 
but this is m contradiction with the assumplion that M is well.powered 
#.xamph,. The catego~" of right modules ewer ~ ring R. has; injective nvelopes. This 
result is due originally to Eckmann Schopf 13I. 
§ 2. Theorem of comparison 
Theorem I .  Consider a ~mctor 7": ~-~" ~ '. a pr,~per c/a~ C. m ~ msd a proper class 
Assume that a¢ and ~ '  are A belian, that T is full. jaithJul, tuzs a left adjomt S. 
attd that 7" 6 C g '. SC' C 4.  The,.~ jin" any ob/ect L and any morphism ]: L -* M m 
~.  one ha, 
a) JE  6 i f  and only i f  T ]6  6 '. 
b) ]E  ~,  i[and only i f  TJE ~ '~ . 
c) I-E 6~,,, i1T fE~' j , , ,  
dl l]  (aL 6 ) satisfies the condition (* ) o f  Secmm 1. and if  7"1, has a maximal 6 '- 
essential extension, then L has a maximal ~ .essential extension, and Tf  E g 'j,,, as 
soon as [ E 6 ~,,, . 
e ) L is ~-in/ective i]'and only if 7"1, i~ ~ '-infective. 
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Proof. Let a :id~. -* TS and [~ :ST-* idd , be the adjunction morphisms. We may 
assume that ST = ids and 13 = id. 
a) This follows from the fact that STf=j~ 
b) Assume fE  t~,. I.et h : TM ~ N be a morphism such that hT/'C t~"; then 
S(hIy) = Sh o fE  d? ; therefore Sh is a monomorphism, and also TSh. Since 
a~,h = TSh, h is a monomorphism. 
TM . . . . . . . . . . .  - ,  N 
h ! 
t 
id t 
?STM ............... -~  TSN 
The converse follows from the fact that T reflects monomorphisms. 
c) This follows from b) and the fact that T reflects isomorphisms. 
d) Let g; TL -,' N be in ~'~,,, . Then Sg E6 : hence by Proposition !, there exists 
morphism h:SN-~P, such that k = hSgE t~.  By bL Tk E C", .  Since Tk = 
Th o a, v o g, one has Th o a~, ~s an isomorphism. Therefore Tk E ~ j ,,, and 
k E ~,,, ,  . The remaining of the statement follows from Corollary 2. b). 
L sg ~.gV 7"1. g ~N 
h \" \  ~'FSN 
\ \ [  P " Th 
TP 
e) The proof is straightforward. 
We recall that a family of objects U i, i E l ,  is said to be a generating family for 
a category .¢{, if for every pair of distinct morphisms f, g :A -- B, there exists i E i 
and a morphism h: U i -,. A such tlfat .th #= gh. 
Corollary 3. Ere.~ A belian categoo, M, with a generator [/, attd exact direct o~limits, 
has enough in/ectives and has in]ective nvek~pes. 
Proof. M is well-powered by [6, Prop. i 5. i, page 71 l ,  and satisfies tile condition 
(*), Let R be the ring of endomorphisms of U, and let Mod R be tile category, of 
right R-modules. Consider the functor T: M--,' Mod R, TX =s~lU, X). By 171. this 
thnctor is full, faithful, and has an exact left adjoint. Since Mod R has maximal es- 
sential extensions, the corollary follows by Theorem l,d). Moreover, T preserves and 
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reflects injectlve nvelopes. This fact has also been observed by Popescu i I I. Corof 
larx 6.32I - 
§ 3. Existence of pure injective envelopes 
We recall some definitions, in an Abelian category M, an object M is called 
finitel.v presented if the functor.~(M .... ):.~ - - .¢[~ preserves direct colimits, Here 
.~/(,~denotes the category of Abclian+ groups. A short exact sequence is called pure 
nt every finitely pre~nted object is relatively projective for it; the corresponding 
monomorphism to this sequence tsalso called pure. A category is called locally 
.finitely presented Gr+~thendieck 'ateg<.,O' (in short !.,".p.g ), if it ls Abelian, with 
exact direct colimits and a generating family of finitely pre~nted objects. Any 
functor caleg~ry ~ = (~*..¢1'~). with 3[" small, is i.f.p+g. 
Throughout this section, M denotes a L1~p.g, categom,: ~ denotes the lull sub. 
categoo" of M whose objects are the finitely presented objects of M+ 
Proposition 4. 
I ) ~ is additire, h,s eokernels and is equivalent to a .~mail categoo,'. 
2 ) FJ,r ererv ,+b/ecr A in af. the eategor), 9 /A  is directed and A ts a canonwal co- 
limit of  the functor V 7)/A --,, M+ VIf:P --- A ) = P+ 
3) Ttw luactor F: ~ - ,~ .  TX =.~1 , XL is ]ull. .laithfi41 and tins an exact left 
adl oin ! 
Proof. It is done m 121. To construct he left adjoint S, one remarks that everj, F 
m ~ Is a colimlt of the functor L 9 / ! . '~  ~. 1+ (9 (  , P)"~ F) = 9(+,  P). and one 
sets SF = col,nit of the functor |"i ~/F ~ 9q, I,'1 91 , P) -" F) = P. 
Remark We shall not use the exactness orS. 
The following lemmas are stated in It} I , and are easy consequences of the defini- 
t,ons, and of Proposition 4~ 2). 
Lemma 2. TIw pure monom+,rphisms ,~]M form a proper class C mrd (M, ~ ) satisfies 
the ('+mditi<,n (*) +ifSection i. 
t~mma 3. A monomorphism in ~ is pure if  and only if  it is a colimit o f  a direct 
system +q+ xplit monomorphisms. 
Theom.m 2. ~( has enough pure-inlectives and has pure-in/ective envelopeg 
Proof. The functc~r T: .~ ~ .~. considered in Proposition 4. preserves direct colimits; 
nn fact i IB  i -+ B, i E / ,  is a direct colimit system, the canonical morphism 
3, b,'xtstence oi pure m]ecrwe m,eh~p~'s 38.1 
Colim TB i -,, TB, is an isomorphism, since its value [br every object P of ~P is an iso- 
morphism. It follows from Lemma 3, that T attd its left adjoint S take pure m~no. 
morphis,ms into pure ruonomorphisms. Since ~ has pure-injective envelopes [9. Cor- 
ollary of Theorem 21. which are maximal pure-essential extensions (Prop. 3 and 
Corollary 2, c)), the result follows by Theorem l, .d). 
L~amph,. Let E be a finitely generated module over a commutative Noetheriau ring 
A. We define a topology on E by taking as neighbourhoods of 0 the submodules i/:,'. 
where / r s a finite interst,~tion of powers of the maximal ideals t~f the ring. l'he com. 
pletion of E is then a pure-,njective envelope t~f E in Mod A. 
For this result and for a s~udy of pure-injectives in categories ~f modules, we 
refer the reader to !101. 
The author acknowledges valuJ~te discussions with J. Glraud, 
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